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After the first transferance of a residential quarter, whom does the relevant 
property belong to? This is actually a problem concerning the lawfulness of real estate 
development companies’ activity of handling the properties in residential quarters. 
Before a residential quarter is transferred, the development enterprise takes possession 
of all its property rights, including the land usage right and the ownership of all 
properties on the land. When the quarter is transferred separately, its property 
ownership is divided into three parts: the privately-owned part, the shared part, and 
the accessory facilities which is not shared among individual owners. Whether an 
enterprise possesses its property ownership and how it handles the right is the key 
element to decide the owner of a property item in the residential quarter. 
There are some factors affecting the property right of a residential quarter, such 
as its overall layout, the construction area measurement standard, the legal regulations 
concerning property right in civil laws, and the agreement between seller and buyer. 
Among them, the first three ones are the most essential to decide if a development 
enterprise is entitled to handle a specified property item from a residential quarter.  
The construction area measurement standard decides if a property item is qualified to 
become so-called “property” in civil laws, that is, the object of ownership. Whether a 
property item is planned for “independent usage” is a decisive factor to judge if it is 
independent part or not, so as to see if it is a shared property or a privately-owned 
property. Conbining these two factors, it is easy to tell if a building or any of its parts 
is independent or accessory, or it is only component of a property item. According to 
the civil laws concerning about property right, it is able to be decided which kind of 
property right a development enterprise has: lawful property right, agreed property 
right or no right at all. Only if the enterprise has lawful property right, it is entitled to 
transfer the property accordingly. 
The above mentioned four factors have formed legal rules to decice the 
ownership of  property from a residential quarter.  
But the state land ownership of any residential quarter is not subject to the above 
mentioned rules. It is shared by all individual property owners who, however, are not 
allowed to handle the right individully. 
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1 ［德］曼弗雷德·沃尔夫.物权法[M].吴越,李大雷译,北京:法律出版社,2002.4. 
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